
This is not long-form text editing, but because these are credit card offers, we 

have the Citi legal department to answer to, and checking deliveries carefully 

keeps us on their good side. Every tiny error we fix builds our reputation with 

them as a team that does quality work. 

Our marketing work fits into a much larger system of Citi websites and 

applications SapientRazorfish creates, so in addition to this fine-tooth-comb 

treatment, an eye must be kept on consistency across this whole ecosystem. 

I’ve been on this team for over a year, and my ever-deepening knowledge of the 

overall system and our clients makes me better at this job all the time.
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Citi’s legal department asked to add “BLM” in a couple places on this banner, to specify beyond doubt which stores 
and purchases this rewards program applies to. 

User Impact: A quick Google search revealed that the company doesn’t ever refer to itself as “BLM,” so it seems 
jargony to use that instead of “Bloomingdale’s.” I suspect it would also require a little extra cognitive work on the 
part of the user to parse what a “BLM store” is.

Bloomingdale’s: User-friendly word choice
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The Home Depot: Inconsistencies in open/closed banner ad states

“Limited time 
offer” should be 
lowercase.

Text on cards is 
different; bottom 
card is angled, 
with sawdust.

Logo and CTA 
button missing 
in closed state.

Disclosure copy has “within 30 
days of account opening,” but the 
ad copy has specific valid dates 
(for a two-week period).

User Impact: Possible clarity issue in offer text (specific dates vs. 30-day term; see note below)
Client Impact: This would have been egregiously sloppy work to deliver on our part.

Closed state

Open state
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Sears: Hastily applied copy change creates a legal error

The client has requested updates to the terms and dates of this credit card offer every couple months for the past 
year. This time, a hasty copy/paste obliterated the registered mark and, more importantly to the legal department, 
the footnote callout.

User Impact: Perhaps reading the terms and conditions is rare behavior, but the user deserves to know they’re there.
Client Impact: Omitting a registered mark on a brand name and a footnote callout to cue the customer to read the 
specific terms of an offer both have legal implications. The client might not have let us live this one down.

Current version Newly updated version with missing 
registered mark and legal footnote number
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The Home Depot: Wording and forma!ing of offer terms & disclosure for clarity

Suggested copy change: “when 
you use your card FROM 4/1/18 
to 4/30/18” subtly implies you 
can use the card and get special 
financing multiple times in that 
range of dates, but this is a one-
purchase offer. 

“…between 4/1/18 and 4/30/18” 
would be clearer. 

This information would be 
more easily digestible as a table, 
so the amounts line up in a 
logical way. 

User Impact: Credit card offers usually come with a dizzying array of caveats and conditions, and when those terms 
are written by lawyers, they can be a little...verbose. Sure, we have to include all the pertinent legal points to guard 
against customers misunderstanding an offer, but we can do that in ways that are clear and readable by mortals. 
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Best Buy: Inconsistency in English copy vs. Spanish translations 

1. On these two 
placements we have “Get 
organized. Go paperless.” 

2. Here the headline 
is swapped:
“Go paperless. Get 
organized.”

3. The Spanish 
translation is NOT 
swapped the same 
way the English is.
So something needs 
to be corrected, 
based on client 
preference.

Client Impact: This is not an earth-shattering inconsistency, but had they noticed this before we did, it would have 
looked like careless work on our part. This copy deck was given to us by another team, so the source of the error 
wasn’t clear. Calling it out ourselves shows them we’re vigilant and conscientious. 
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The Home Depot: Proper dagger placement for clarity

The legal department asked to relocate the dagger in the disclosure text (see edit request below). Asterisks, daggers, 
and footnote callouts come in pairs: One goes at the end of a phrase that needs further explanation (here, in the 
headline of the offer), and the other is placed directly before the explanatory text, which our eyes are trained to look 
for somewhere down below (here, in the disclosure text). Putting one of these callout characters in the middle of the 
disclosure sentence implies that it’s the first of a pair and tells the reader to look for its partner somewhere below it.

User Impact: A wild goose chase of daggers. Anyone trying to actually be responsible and read the fine print deserves 
the clearest experience possible.
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Shell: Working within a template for brand visibility and brevity

This banner ad uses a template we created for DoubleClick for Publishers that has three slots for text: Headline, 
Subhead, and Body. During the process of trimming down the client-provided copy to be more concise while still 
hitting the important points of the card offer, the card name ended up in the Body text space. This makes sense in the 
context of a copy deck, but in the actual template it appears very small. The obvious solution was to simply pull that 
text up into the subhead, a good example of my fresh eyes seeing something the designers no longer could.

Client Impact: With the card name tiny and italicized, it looks like an a"erthought. We wanted them to go with this 
more concisely worded option, but they likely wouldn’t have, with the card name not featured prominently.

Before

A"er
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